Research Focus

Through my research, I investigate the economic and environmental performance of product-based service business models. The novelty of these models lies in the fact that customer value is linked primarily to the “use” rather than the “ownership” of the product. Such business models represent one of the major ways through which conventional manufacturing firms have recently “servicized” their business. In my research, I refer to such models as servicizing business models, and I evaluate how a firm can design them so that they are economically and environmentally superior to conventional sales models. My research analyzes decisions pertaining to pricing, product design (e.g., efficiency), service availability and the effect of environmental regulations. These elements also provide the underpinnings of newfound business models that are part of the sharing and access economy.

Current Projects

- “The Interaction of Car-sharing Business Models with Secondary Markets”: In this paper, we study how car-sharing service offerings should be managed along with car sales. We focus on how often a car-sharing provider should refresh its fleet. This decision influences both the primary and secondary market. For instance, a car-sharing provider that renew its fleet very often in order to attract customers may be unknowingly creating the right incentives for them to buy a used car.
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